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Tēnā koutou kātoa! (Greetings to you all!)Ngā mihi ki te Atua (Thank you to our creator)Mihi ke te ora (Thank you to those who have passed away)Tehei mauri ora! (Thank you to the living)Ko Nirmal Nair toku ingoa (Nirmal Nair is my name)He mihi nui, he mihi aroha (A warm and heartfelt greeting)Tēnā koutou, tēnā koutou, tēnā koutou katoa (Thank you very much)
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Our programme consists of five key focus areas:Current focus areas1 Renewable Distributed Energy (upper left hand square): Where we askWhat is the failure hierarchy of a renewable distributed energy system in seismic events? What is the best way for investments to occur to provide resilience as we transition to a renewable and distributed energy system?2 Smart Cities: Where we ask (lower left hand square)How can real-time sensing enable early detection of network degradation pre-event, and situational awareness post-event, facilitating rapid restoration? How do individual utility networks develop resilience to externality risks?5 Modelling and Evaluation (feedback loop): This is where we will be creating novel tools that enables us to better understand the impacts, include heterogenous distributional impacts, associated with disruptive technologies on our society, economy, and environment.Future focus areas3 Electric Autonomous Transportation (upper left hand square): Where we askHow does the trade-off in electrification of transportation, reducing vulnerable reliance on liquid fuels, but increasing resilience requirements for electricity, play out over time?How will autonomous transportation modes function in a non-business-as-usual world i.e. the world of the future?4 Emerging Disruptive Technologies (lower left hand square)A placeholder for other technologies we know are on the horizon and likely to become of interest during our programme.IP4 is driven by scientific excellence. We are a new programme (initiated 3 years ago) and have subsequently published >25 journal articles in internationally peer-reviewed journals.Finally, we run a regular monthly meeting which provides opportunities to present research findings, share ideas, establish processes to seek funding, and keep our researchers up-to-date with activities and opportunities within IP4 and more generally QuakeCoRE.



Renewable Distributed Energy
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In this slide we show two key exemplars of our renewable distribute energy workstream.Rahayani and Nair: Constructing solar power plants is a long-period investment. Proper planning aims to produce more solar power with low investment and operation costs and is environmentally harmless. Hence determining the most promising location is essential. Even though solar irradiance became the primary consideration in site selection, the disaster risk assessment should be included in site selection considerations since New Zealand is a natural disaster-prone country. This paper will investigate the solar farm location in Hawkes Bay based on estimated solar energy production and disaster risk assessment. Two stages multi-criteria decision-making (MCDM) algorithm, namely data envelopment analysis (DEA) and analytical hierarchy process will be applied to this paper along with the geographical information system (GIS). The solar farm location efficiency will be performed using the DEA algorithm based on estimated solar energy production and the impact of the meteorological factor on energy production. Moreover, based on expert opinion, the weight of disaster damage impact on the solar power plant will be assigned using AHP as 2nd stage of MCDMA. The final stage is weight factors integration into a GIS package to generate the disaster risk map for the solar site in Hawkes Bay. Three natural disasters, earthquakes, landslides, and floods are used as a disaster risk study case. Results from this research expected will support existing asset management to provide a resilience strategy during the transition to a renewable and distributed energy system.”Liu and Nair: Recently, a new approach called Morlet waveletbased two-point FIR (MW-FIR) is proposed for the phasor estimation. Although the approach shows several advantages, it is still not fully compliant with all standard requirements. In this case, the paper proposes the enhanced version of the MW-FIR method to improve immunity against disturbing signals. The estimators are tested under IEC/IEEE 60255-118-1, and compared with other state-of-the-art methods. Results show that the enhanced P-class estimator improves almost all circumstances while the M-class one improves under the most challenging tests, out-of-band interference (OOBI), by around 10% and 20%. Additionally, the enhanced algorithms can reach the best performance without iterations.



Smart Cities
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In this slide we show to key exemplars of our smart cities workstream.QuakeText: References to geographic locations are common in text data sources including social media and web pages. They take different forms from simple place names to relative expressions that describe location through a spatial relationship to a reference object (e.g. the house beside the Waikato River). Often complex, multi-word phrases are employed (e.g. the road and railway cross at right angles; the road in line with the canal) where spatial relationships are communicated with various parts of speech including prepositions, verbs, adverbs and adjectives. We address the problem of automatically detecting relative geospatial location descriptions, which we define as those that include spatial relation terms referencing geographic objects, and distinguishing them from non-geographical descriptions of location (e.g. the book on the table). We experiment with several methods for automated classification of text expressions, using features for machine learning that include bag of words that detect distinctive words, word embeddings that encode meanings of words and manually identified language patterns that characterise geospatial expressions. Using three data sets created for this study, we find that ensemble and meta-classifier approaches, that variously combine predictions from several other classifiers with data features, provide the best F-measure of 0.90 for detecting geospatial expressions.P-wave-based S-wave intensity estimation. Earthquake Early Warning System (EEWS) plays a major role during an earthquake in alerting the public and authorities to take appropriate safety measures during an earthquake. Generally, EEWSs use three types of algorithms to generate alerts during an earthquake; namely: source-based, ground motion or wavefield-based and on-site-based approaches. However, source-based algorithms are commonly used in most of EEWSs worldwide. A source-based EEWS uses a particular time frame of the P wave of an earthquake to estimate the source parameters such as magnitude and the location of that earthquake with the support of P-wave detection and earthquake magnitude and location estimation algorithms. As the initial step of a research project which aims to explore the best use of P-waves to generate earthquake alerts, this Work in Progress paper (WiPe) presents the initial partial findings from an ongoing literature review on exploring the algorithms used for P-wave detection and earthquake magnitude estimation.



Modelling and Evaluation
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Our modelling and evaluation workstream sits alongside our theme focused disruption technologies workstreams. It is developing processes and methods for evaluating the impacts of disruptive technologies for seismic resilience. A key focus of this work is on evaluating the spatio-temporal and dynamic wellbeing impacts associated with the adopting of emerging technologies. The workstream currnelty has a strong focus on assessing socio-economic and environmental impacts through time associated with seismic, and other natural hazard, events.This workstream has to-date included : 1) a comprehensive review of the use of ‘graphical methods’ in mapping the ‘natural hazards to wellbeing risk chain’; 2) development of a multi-regional and fully dynamic equilibrium-seeking economic model that assesses the net socio-economic and environmental consequences of seismic events with, and without, disruptive technologies included.  The work moves beyond existing Input-Output (IO) and Computable General Equilibrium (CGE) models by capturing out-of-equilibrium dynamics that are often a key characteristic seismic sequences – this work placed 2nd in the 2021 Lloyds of London Science of Risk Prize; and 3) continuously stress-testing of our work in socio-economic evaluation of the impacts of seismic, and also other natural hazard, events. This includes an upcoming paper in Earthquake Spectra on using integrated dyanmic economic models to support infrastructure investment decision-making.The workstream is shortly to dovetail into assessment of the impacts assocaited with our ‘Renewable Distributed Energy’, ‘Smart Cities’, and “Electric Autonomous Transportation” workstreams.



Key Challenges

Expanding Associate Investigator (AI) and Early 
Career Researcher capability through aligned 
opportunities and research programmes
• Jun 2023 IP4 Annual Meeting
• Establishment of QC Artificial Intelligence Group
• Running conferences to better connect 

researchers with stakeholders
• Nov 2022 eGRID – 7th IEEE Electronic Grid 

conference
• Nov 2023 ISGT – 12th IEEE PES innovative 

smart grid technologies conference
• Grant writing workshops for Endeavour Smart 

Ideas (4 applications x 2 AI’s, $1m grants)

[3] Adapting to Climate Change through 
Geothermal Enterprises
$8m, 2022-27
Cronin & McDonald

[1] Transitioning Taranaki to a Volcanic Future
$16m, 2019-24

McDonald & Cronin

[2] Future Coast Aotearoa
$16m, 2021-26
Stephens, McDonald, et al.

[1] Multi-hazard Risk Model
$4.5m, 2019-2024
Bebbington & McDonald

Endeavour Programmes

National Science Challenges
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A key challenge for IP4 has been funding, we have a limited budget of just over $1.0m over 3 years.To address this issue we run our own annual meeting which highlighting exemplary work, strategically planning for the coming year, and identify opportunities to leverage funds through aligned research bids – particularly the Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment’s Endeavour Research Programmes / Smart Ideas, National Science Challenges, and Royal Society’s Marsden Grants. It is worth noting that we have succesfully won >$45m in constestable research funds to date. These funds include several of our AIs and ECRs.To further these initiatves we have:-1. Established a Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence Group (strengthening linkages within our team, but also with other researchers) and run conferences (to build connections with government and private sector partners).2. We are also currently running grant writing workshops for our AIs for the upcoming Endeavour Smart Ideas funs.Addressing this challenge has required that we embrace a wider view of natural hazards (i.e., the consideration of coincident and cascading hazards) and also potential uses for disruptive technologies.



Questions
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